Year 5 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning Week 9
Daily Reading
Ensure your child reads everyday. Check that they are reading accurately and have a clear understanding of what they
have read.
Have a look at this list for some recommended books for year 5: https://www.booksfortopics.com/year-5
Remember Audible is offering a free audiobooks during this time. https://stories.audible.com/discovery

Literacy- The Wonderful World of Wizards
Create your own wizard. Remember to be imaginative! Wizards are magical and can be or do whatever you want
them to.
Follow the tasks in the pack found on Google Classroom or on the school website.
Remember to share your learning with us on Google Classroom. We would love to see your top trumps and read
your sentences.
Can you find the most synonyms and beat the others in the class?
Remember you can join in with daily writing sessions on https://radioblogging.net/
Maths focus -

This week we are focussing on angles!
Have a look at the Powerpoint or PDF on our Google Classroom and school website. Here you will find three types of
angles and an explanation of how we identify them.
Can you find the different types of angles at home? Can you create the different types of angles using one object, such
as a book or door?
Complete the questions on the powerpoint by saving copy to edit, or by writing the answers on paper. Don’t forget to
share your learning on Google Classroom, where you will also find some further angle challenges!

Topic-

Topic- PE & Science
Activity 1 PE: Roll a dice to create your own HIT (high intensity training) session to complete with a family member.
Who can complete the most repetitions in 20 minutes?
Activity 2 PE: Play rock paper scissors- Whoever wins (best of 3) gets to choose the forfeit exercise for their opponent
Activity 3 Science: Cleaning pennies with Vinegar experiment! Use the guide on our distance learning area to complete
this fun experiment. Do other acids work? Do other coins work? Does changing your amounts affect the outcome of your
experiment?

Ongoing ideas to support your
Year 5 child Paper plate challenge:
What is the best thing you can
make using a paper plate? Share
your ideas on our Google
classroom.
Times Tables: Times table
Rockstars. Can you be at the top
of the leader board?

Spelling:
This week we are focusing on the
‘gh’ pattern.
How many words can you find that
have the ‘gh’ spelling
pattern in them? Can you
group them?
Practise your spelling
using these games:

https://www.spellzone.com/
word_lists/games-12848.htm

